To
Attn: Mark Brewster, President
Brewster Ambulance Service
25 Main Street
Weymouth, MA 02188-2808
CC: To Chief of Police, Paul Keenan
Quincy Police Department
1 Sea Street
Quincy, MA 02169
CC: To City of Quincy, Attn: Mayor Thomas Koch
1305 Hancock Street
Quincy, MA 02169
July 13, 2022
From
:Ramola D/:Ramola-grace: Dharmaraj©
Investigative Science and Technology Journalist, Publisher, Author
c/o XXX
~Quincy, Massachusetts [XXX]
Regarding:
“Run Number: 22-92576
Date of call: 4/14/2022
Time of Call: 13:30”
:NOTIFICATION-OF-FALSE-CLAIM;
:STATEMENT-OF-FACT;
:NOTICE-BEFORE-CLAIM:
Dear Mark Brewster:
I am in receipt of a wrongful communication from Brewster Amb Services Inc, marked “Invoice
date: 7/6/2022” with false statements of primary payer and secondary payer, an alleged “run”
on 4/14/2022, and a false demand for payment for an alleged “AO429-BLS Emerg Base Urban”
directed to the name of “RAMOLA DHARMARAJ” which I am returning to you immediately.
Please be advised of the following facts:
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1. I am writing to you as the living, flesh-and-blood woman, sole attorney and
authorized agent for the legal person name “RAMOLA DHARMARAJ” or any
version thereof. There is no other attorney or agent for this name and no-one
else has the authority to address this matter but myself.
2. I am also a declared and witnessed Massachusetts state national standing on the
land and soil jurisdiction of the united States of America. Please be advised I am
not a federal citizen, US citizen, legal fiction, strawman, or false corporation
subject to Maritime/Admiralty/Sea jurisdiction or corporate statutes writing this
letter, I am a flesh-and-blood woman fully “returned to the land” with a live-lifeclaim who had established my status prior to April 14, 2022.
3. On April 14, 2022, your company sent a Brewster Ambulance to my home on

response to a Quincy Police call—not a call from me or anyone in my family. I
was never a case for “acute care or transport.” I was not “in crisis.” I was not “in
trauma.” I was not “in psychosis.” Without jurisdiction, without reason, and
without cause (none that Quincy Police can show me any evidence for), your
staff then actively participated in an unlawful kidnapping, capture, and
abduction of my living being from the privacy of my own home—to which I did
not invite your staff—along with several Quincy Police officers (similarly
uninvited) who then manhandled me out of my home and into your ambulance,
strapped me down with multiple straps on a stretcher as if I were an out-ofcontrol criminal in throes of medical crisis, and drove me in a trafficking
operation conducted by Quincy Police and Brewster Ambulance Services to
Steward Carney Hospital, Dorchester, completely without my consent, under
duress, against my will, and without jurisdiction. Your staff then unloaded me
like a sack of potatoes and wheeled me into Carney Hospital ER, where they
dumped me and left, having entertained ER staff with repellent stories
essentially comprising defamation and slander featuring false and unverified
claims from a neighbor of “filming her kids and posting it on Facebook”-- which I
later learned from an ER nurse was conveyed by your staff or Quincy Police as
“the reason I had been brought there.”

4. At the time I was captured by Brewster and QPD, I witnessed one of your

Brewster EMS staff women officers—two of whom had entered my home
uninvited, prowling up and down my front rooms, putting on blue gloves,
checking out entry ways and exits before they crowded in on me along with
Quincy Police officers—ignoring the substance of what I was saying, that I was a
Massachusetts state national on the land and soil jurisdiction of the united
States of America, not subject to (Quincy Police/City of Quincy/Commonwealth
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of Massachusetts) Maritime/Admiralty jurisdiction, initiate the Kidnapping
Operation by nodding to the QPD officer closest to me, now identified to be
William Mitchell, who then laid his hands on me, as also QPD Christopher Bulger
who had entered my home with your staff, uninvited, and put his arm forcibly
around me and began to push me out of my house. Simultaneously, a third QPD
officer who then identified himself as Tim O'Brien made the announcement that
he was the one who was signing off on a call for mental health evaluation by
reason of “paranoid delusions, grandiose delusions, acute agitation, complete
lack of insight, and grossly impaired judgment” (language I later found notated
on the DMH Massachusetts Section 12 form). In fact, it was your Brewster EMS
staff who “gave the nod” to begin the QPD crowding in on me to grab me
physically and drag me out of my own home—without jurisdiction, while
simultaneously Tim O'Brien began his mantra of paranoid delusions: it definitely
looked like these actions of capture which your staff participated in were in fact
being initiated by your staff, in tandem with the supposed “mental health
professional” Tim O' Brien, whose supposed qualifications Quincy Police
Department have not furnished to me as yet despite a FOIA request. I have
since learned by FOIA query of the 2015 contract (to be reported shortly)—with
a few undisclosed clauses “Intentionally Omitted By The Parties”—that Brewster
Ambulance has with the City of Quincy, with no overt mention of Section 12
“involuntary hospitalization” protocols. It is clear from the “intentional
omissions” in this contract Brewster Ambulance has been permitted carte
blanche by the City of Quincy and Quincy Police to play a leading role in
Section 12 actions of kidnap, in undisclosed situations (which usually means
cloaked military and intelligence factions are involved, in questionable and
unethical practices—such as EMF-Tech-Use on citizens, as I have been
reporting, with evidence, for 8 years), and certainly in the unlawful and
unwarranted capture of this writer and journalist on false claims.
5. Let me reiterate: I was never a case for “acute care or transport.” I was not “in

crisis.” I was not “in trauma.” I was not “in psychosis.” I was completely calm and
speaking articulately to my husband, asking him to ask QPD to leave our home,
and repeating to QPD officers that they had no jurisdiction over me after they
cornered me in our dining-room, crowding to intimidate, when Brewster staff
made the arbitrary decision along with QPD Tim O'Brien to ambush me further
and grab me physically abruptly. There was no “request for care” nor need for
care. I was never a candidate for nor recipient of “acute care and transport”
from Brewster. According to the Brewster-City of Quincy contract, No. 9,
Parties' Status, the “contract relationship is between Brewster and the
recipient of said service” which latter was never myself but Quincy Police
Department. I was the victim of QPD and Brewster's unlawful kidnapping,
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abduction, and trafficking operation, while QPD, who called Brewster initially
and invited Brewster collusion to kidnap me from my home, was the clear
recipient of no-questions-asked, run-a-psych-capture “service.” Quincy Police
are fully responsible for calling the Brewster Ambulance, and Brewster
Ambulance is fully responsible with Quincy Police for wrongfully kidnapping
me and abducting me out of my home into their ambulance—even though it
was very clear or should have been to all of them that I was not in the throes
of any kind of “trauma” or “psychosis” or “crisis” necessitating immediate
ambulance rides to an ER.
Note that Quincy Police has (via refusal of FOIA request) refused to provide any
body-camera or cruiser-camera footage to me of the entire capture operation,
both inside my home and outside as I was led outside physically restrained by
QPD in my gardening attire toward and into your ambulance: if QPD and
Brewster are daring to say this was an issue of a medical emergency to capture a
woman “in crisis, needing acute care” as Tim O'Brien implied in his rubbish falseclaims checked off and noted on the DMH, Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Section 12 form and stated verbally to me, please show me the camera evidence
of such medical crisis and emergency: there is None, because there never was a
Medical Crisis, Acute Agitation, Psychosis, Paranoid Delusion, Grandiose
Delusion, etc as QPD Tim O' Brien claimed.
In fact, Carney Hospital ER is also aware there was “no trauma, no psychosis, no
crisis,” something their ER doctors publicly announced, and their ER surveillance
footage will readily evidence this fact.
Brewster staff and QPD's Tim O'Brien and friends together ran a fraudulent
Section 12 hold on me that day, with Tim O'Brien projecting false and
unsubstantiable “diagnoses” to facilitate the unlawful capture: Send all bills to
them, please.
6. Further: at the ambulance when I stated I would need full body camera footage

of the entire arrest, I was told by QPD officers this was not an arrest but an
involuntary hold on Section 12. I reminded them I was not in their jurisdiction
and they were removing me from my home under duress without my consent
and without jurisdiction. They said “Sure” as if in reassurance but pushed me
into your ambulance, coercing me (while holding onto me) to “take one more
step in.” This was coerced, forced thrusting into your ambulance, not
consented, voluntary entry into your ambulance. Quincy Police and Brewster
EMS staff ran this forced-entry-operation into the ambulance, literally dragging
me out of my house into your ambulance. I belabor this point to make the fact
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known: I neither called you nor entered your ambulance on free will of my
own volition, I was dragged to it and pushed in by armed Quincy Police and
intimidating Brewster EMS staff. I did not ask for your “services,” I did not
consent to your “services,” and what you did indeed is run a malicious
abduction, kidnapping, and trafficking operation on me. This was not a
medical, healthcare “run,” it was an abduction and trafficking “run.”
7. Further: From April 14, 2022 when your staff deposited me at Carney Hospital to

April 15, 2022, I was held wrongfully in unsavory and grievous conditions of
harm (of extreme cold, no edible food, no free access to drinking water, no
exercise, no sunshine, no nutrition, no cellphone communications, rampant
hostility, continuous stress, among others), for two days in the ER and for four
days, inexplicably and wrongfully—with no evidence for same, in a psychiatric
ward for “substance abuse and addiction,” from which I was released only after
multiple conversations with doctors and nurses, calls to media colleagues and
friends who later called in to the hospital seeking my immediate release, my own
firm standing on jurisdiction, and my reminder to doctors that I was being
starved, kept from my home and family, my work, and my life. In other words, I
had to actively work to escape from Carney Hospital where it seemed dark
plans were afoot to hold me even longer, from a malicious section of egoists
occupying positions of unwarranted power in Quincy Police and the
Commonwealth Fusion Center, who from the start have targeted me for a falseflag operation of Mental Health Fraud primarily because I am a rather wellknown journalist exposing high-tech police, military, and intelligence crimes
against the people of Massachusetts, America and the world which they
apparently wish to keep hidden, whose voice and work they are striving to
disappear and discredit—so they can it seems continue unlawfully and illegally
operating high-technology-abuse-and-persecution on anyone they choose. I did
not in any way shape or form receive “Hospital Care” or “Health Care” at
Steward Carney Hospital from April 14-19, 2022, either when wrongfully held
at the Emergency Room, nor when wrongfully held at the mental health ward,
Ward 4 Southeast; every aspect of this Kidnapping-and-Capture crime run by
Quincy Police has been run on absence of evidence for their false claims of
“need for health care, need for emergency acute care and transport to a
hospital”, and your ambulance service has participated in this crime against my
living being.

8. Let me summarize: Quincy Police performed a home ambush and break-in

operation succeeding a false and defamatory claim from a neighbor on April 14,
2022 on my home, and arrested/detained/Section 12-captured me without a
warrant, without cause, without reason—none they can show me any evidence
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for—after being let into my home through deceiving and co-opting my estranged
spouse to induce a Crime of Personage and Barratry on my living being, engaging
in verbal and physical intimidation and manhandling, running a false arrest and
detainment, making a false claim to Brewster Ambulance Services of needing
emergency transport by ambulance for a non-existent medical emergency, and
noting false claims on a DMH Massachusetts form to induce a completely illegal,
completely unlawful, grievous and harmful Section 12 Involuntary
Hospitalization for 6 days of a perfectly sane, calm, stable, articulate, lawabiding, and living woman and publishing journalist—who is doing the world
great service by exposing crimes against humanity being committed by police,
intelligence, and military factions and their private contractors, working
everyday to make this world a better place where ethics, consciousness, human
rights, harmony, peace, and community rule, not “The Rule of the Gun” and
“The Rule of the Money Men” and “The Rule of the Drugging Industry” and “The
Rule of the Fabricated Medical Crisis.”
WHO NEEDS TO PAY THIS BILL?
Quincy Police called the Brewster ambulance for a unlawful kidnapping and trafficking
operation of a living woman in no state of medical crisis whatsoever to Carney Hospital
on April 14, 2022. Brewster Ambulance staff—contracted by the City of Quincy-participated actively in my abduction. All these are culpable. All are the “recipients of
services” and the right parties to send your bills to.
:NOTICE-BEFORE-CLAIM:
I have meanwhile suffered grave damages and am preparing my claims and affidavits to
send to all involved parties including Brewster Ambulance Services shortly. If I should
be sending them in the names of the specific Brewster Ambulance staff who
participated actively in my abduction, kindly send those names on immediately, I would
appreciate it.
Thank you for your attention to this grave and serious matter.
:By:
:Ramola-grace: Dharmaraj©
Living Woman, Attorney, & Sole Authorized Agent for “Ramola Dharmaraj” “RAMOLA G.
DHARMARAJ” “RAMOLA GRACE DHARMARAJ” (or any version thereof)
All rights reserved.
Without prejudice.
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